
HOW TO WRITE A GOOD SONG FORMAT

Whether you want to write songs to pitch to music publishers, TV shows and Currently, the most popular structure is:
Verse / Chorus / Verse / Chorus / Bridge / Chorus. Try two or three lyric lines that give the listener the best insight you
can .

Bridge A bridge helps break up the repetitiveness of a song and add an element of surprise. First impressions
can stick for a long time and make or break a relationship. There is no set number of choruses you should put
in a song. Your second chorus will have the same melody and lyric as your first chorus. Your main idea that
you sketch out is the foundation that you build on. Great for jotting down ideas when on the go or as a
companion to your actual songwriting process. Song Structure â€” Example Three Other songs are more
complex. In this break down, you can either talk, leave it free from any lyrics or voice, or sing your lyrics as
normal. Finishing Touches Set it aside, refine it, perform it, record it! This structure is everywhere in music
history. Understand all of the major parts of any song layout. It may include a solo or drum interlude or may
simply be a break from singing or rapping your lyrics. Grammy Award winning, multi-platinum songwriter.
Each section has its own unique structure, and when those sections are arranged together they form an overall
pattern for your music. It is sometimes called a refrain as well. Begin to add chords to your chorus melody.
You can use this song structure with our without a bridge. The traditional pop song generally has around three
versus, with two verses being the second most popular. Like a chorus they are often catchy, but done in a
different style to the main chorus for differentiation. Developing a good chorus is critical when it comes to
making good songs, because the chorus is what connects each verse to one another. The chorus typically
occurs after a verse. Verse 1 is from to Verse 2 is from to 1. Everyone has their own process. Is it warm or
cold? And twice as fast at finishing. Each verse typically changes each time it pops up in your song. Note: to
can also be classed as an outro, with the chorus being sung on the outro. If you want additional help with
writing choruses specifically, have a read of our guide on how to write a chorus. Sign up for more songwriting
tips. Get to know those first then move on to other sections. We have the Greeks and French to thank for that.
It adds a little epicness in the middle of the song, right before the payoff. This will help you stay focused. How
you arrange yours is up to you. Make it one that will draw the listener into the situation.


